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TITLE & AUTHOR
How the Internet happened : from Netscape to the iPhone / Brian
McCullough
The lost Gutenberg : the astounding story of one book's five-hundredyear odyssey / Margaret Leslie Davis
This life : secular faith and spiritual freedom / Martin Hagglund
The path made clear : discovering you life's direction and purpose /
Oprah Winfrey
Hausmagick : transform your home with witchcraft / Erica Feldmann
Phenomena : The secret history of the U.S. government's investigations
into extrasensory perception and psychokinesis / Annie Jacobsen
Reinforcements : how to get people to help you / Heidi Grant
Girl, stop apologizing : a shame-free plan for embracing and achieving
your goals / Rachel Hollis
Think again : how to reason and argue / Walter Sinnott-Armstrong, Duke
University
Confessiones.The confessions / Saint Augustine ; translated by Maria
Boulding ; preface by Patricia Hampl
The Evangelicals : the struggle to shape America / Frances FitzGerald
The second mountain : the quest for a moral life / David Brooks
Empty planet : the shock of global population decline / Darrell Bricker
and John Ibbitson
The moment of lift : how empowering women changes the world /
Melinda Gates
The color of law : a forgotten history of how our government segregated
America / Richard Rothstein
The color of compromise : the truth about the American church's
complicity in racism / Jemar Tisby
Antisemitism : here and now / Deborah E. Lipstadt
The right side of history : how reason and moral purpose made the West
great / Ben Shapiro
What would the great economists do? : how twelve brilliant minds would
solve today's biggest problems / Linda Yueh
Eight dates : essential conversations for a lifetime of love / John
Gottman, PhD, Julie Schwartz Gottman, PhD, Doug Abrams & Rachel
Carlton Abrams, MD
What my mother and I don't talk about : fifteen writers break the silence
/ edited by Michele Filgate
Nervous states : democracy and the decline of reason / William Davies
If we can keep it : how the republic collapsed and how it might be saved /
Michael Tomasky
Tyrannical minds : psychological profiling, narcissim, and dictatorship /
Dean Haycock, Ph.D
Spies of no country : secret lives at the birth of Israel / Matti Friedman
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Best of enemies : the last great spy story of the Cold War / Gus Russo and
Eric Dezenhall
The Hell of good intentions : America's foreign policy elite and the decline
of U.S. primacy / Stephen M. Walt
Charged : the new movement to transform American prosecution and
end mass incarceration / Emily Bazelon
How to survive a plague : the story of how activists and scientists tamed
AIDS / David France
Losing Earth : a recent history / Nathaniel Rich
Saving sin city : William Travers Jerome, Stanford White, and the original
crime of the century / Mary Cummings
The fact of a body : a murder and a memoir / Alexandria MarzanoLesnevich
The last job : the bad grandpas and the Hatton Garden heist / Dan
Bilefsky
Punishment without crime : how our massive misdemeanor system traps
the innocent and makes America more unequal / Alexandra Natapoff
The lost chapters : finding recovery and renewal one book at a time /
Leslie Schwartz
The enchanted hour : the miraculous power of reading aloud in the age of
distraction / Meghan Cox Gurdon
Greek to me : adventures of the comma queen / Mary Norris
Infinite powers : how calculus reveals the secrets of the universe / Steven
Strogatz
How to know the birds : the art & adventure of birding / Ted Floyd ;
illustrations by N. John Schmitt
Down from the mountain : the life and death of a grizzly bear / Bryce
Andrews
That good night : life and medicine in the eleventh hour / Sunita Puri
Fat for fuel : a revolutionary diet to combat cancer, boost brain power,
and increase your energy / Dr. Joseph Mercola
Ketofast : rejuvenate your health with a step-by-step guide to timing your
ketogenic meals / Dr. Joseph Mercola
Clean & lean : 30 days, 30 foods, a new you! / Ian K. Smith, M.D
The omega principle : seafood and the quest for a long life and a healthier
planet / Paul Greenberg
Surviving mass victim attacks : what to do when the unthinkable happens
/ Gary M. Jackson
You can stop humming now : a doctor's stories of life, death, and in
between / Daniela Lamas
An elegant defense : the extraordinary new science of the immune
system : a tale in four lives / Matt Richtel
Eat to beat disease : the new science of how your body can heal itself /
William W. Li, MD
Little panic : dispatches from an anxious life / Amanda Stern
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Maybe you should talk to someone : a therapist, HER therapist, and our
lives revealed / Lori Gottlieb
Asperger's children : the origins of autism in Nazi Vienna / Edith Sheffer
The Smithsonian history of space exploration : from the ancient world to
the extraterrestrial future / Roger D. Launius
American moonshot : John F. Kennedy and the great space race / Douglas
Brinkley
Hentopia : create a hassle-free habitat for happy chickens : 21 innovative
projects / Frank Hyman
Journal me organized : the complete guide to practical and creative
planning / Rebecca Spooner
Dinner for everyone : 100 iconic dishes made 3 ways-- easy, vegan, or
perfect for company / Mark Bittman ; photographs by Aya Brackett
Just cook it! : 145 built-to-be-easy recipes that are totally delicious /
Justin Chapple ; photography by David Malosh
Mostly plants : 101 delicious flexitarian recipes from the Pollan family /
Tracy, Dana, Lori & Corky Pollan ; foreword by Michael Pollan ;
photographs by Nicole Franzen
The complete diabetes cookbook : the healthy way to eat the foods you
love / America'sTest Kitchen ; with a foreword by Dariush Mozaffaria,
MD, Dr. Ph
My Greek table : authentic flavors and modern home cooking from my
kitchen to yours / Diane Kochilas ; food photography by Vasilis Stenos ;
atmospheric photography by Christopher Bierlien ; food styling by
Carolina Doriti
Zaitoun : recipes from the Palestinian kitchen / Yasmin Khan ; recipe
photography by Matt Russell ; travel photography by Raya Manaa' and
Hosam Salem
Vegetables illustrated : an inspiring guide with 700+ kitchen-tested
recipes / America's Test Kitchen
Rose's baking basics : 100 essential recipes, with more than 600 step-bystep photos / Rose Levy Beranbaum ; photography by Matthew Septimus
How to raise kind kids : and get respect, gratitude, and a happier family in
the bargain / Thomas Lickona
Great at work : how top performers do less, work better, and achieve
more / Morten T. Hansen
Make time : how to focus on what matters every day / Jake Knapp and
John Zeratsky
Trillion-dollar coach : the leadership playbook from Silicon Valley's Bill
Campbell / Eric Schmidt, Jonathan Rosenberg and Alan Eagle
The age of living machines : how biology will build the next technology
revolution / Susan Hockfield
Foursome : Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O'Keeffe, Paul Strand, Rebecca
Salsbury / Carolyn Burke
Why you like it : the science and culture of musical taste / Nolan Gasser
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Dreyer's English : an utterly correct guide to clarity and style / Benjamin
Dreyer
Poems. American sonnets for my past and future assassin / Terrance
Hayes
Poems. So far so good : final poems: 2014-2018 / Ursula K. Le Guin
Essays. When Einstein walked with Godel : excursions to the edge of
thought / Jim Holt
Nanaville : adventures in grandparenting / Anna Quindlen
Essays. Impossible owls : essays / Brian Phillips
Life will be the death of me : and you, too! / Chelsea Handler
Our man down in Havana : the story behind Graham Greene's Cold War
spy novel / Christopher Hull
The Club : Johnson, Boswell, and the friends who shaped an age / Leo
Damrosch
The ends of the world : volcanic apocalypses, lethal oceans, and our
quest to understand Earth's past mass extinctions / Peter Brannen
Falter : has the human game begun to play itself out? / Bill McKibben
Oklahoma : off the beaten path
Soldier, sailor, frogman, spy, airman, gangster, kill or die : how the allies
won on D-day / Giles Milton
Madame Fourcade's secret war : the daring young woman who led
France's largest spy network against Hitler / Lynne Olson
A woman of no importance : the untold story of the American spy who
helped win World War II / Sonia Purnell
African samurai : the true story of Yasuke, a legendary black warrior in
feudal Japan / Thomas Lockley and Geoffrey Girard
How to hide an empire : a history of the greater United States / Daniel
Immerwahr
The Marshall Plan : dawn of the Cold War / Benn Steil
Stony the road : Reconstruction, white supremacy, and the rise of Jim
Crow / Henry Louis Gates, Jr
Heirs of the founders : the epic rivalry of Henry Clay, John Calhoun and
Daniel Webster, the second generation of American giants / H.W. Brands
Kushner, Inc. : greed. ambition. corruption --the extraordinary story of
Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump / Vicky Ward
Our history is the future : Standing Rock versus the Dakota Access
Pipeline, and the long tradition of Indigenous resistance / Nick Estes
James Baldwin : a biography / David Leeming
Leonard Bernstein : an American musician / Allen Shawn
The matriarch : Barbara Bush and the making of an American dynasty /
Susan Page
Thomas Cromwell : a revolutionary life / Diarmaid MacCulloch
The world according to Fannie Davis : my mother's life in the Detroit
numbers / Bridgett M. Davis
The annotated memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant / edited with an Introduction
by Elizabeth D. Samet
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Henry VIII and the men who made him / Tracy Borman
Many love : a memoir of polyamory and finding love(s) / Sophie Lucido
Johnson
Astrid Lindgren : the woman behind Pippi Longstocking / Jens Andersen ;
translated by Caroline Waight
Newton the alchemist : science, enigma, and the quest for nature's secret
fire / William R. Newman
Save me the plums : my Gourmet memoir / Ruth Reichl
Grateful American : a journey from self to service / Gary Sinise with
Marcus Brotherton
Let's go (so we can get back) : a memoir of recording and discording with
Wilco, etc. / Jeff Tweedy
Fay Wray and Robert Riskin : a Hollywood memoir / Victoria Riskin
Those wild Wyndhams : three sisters at the heart of power / by Claudia
Renton

